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About This Content

You have connected to every country on the planet,
Could there be something left?

DLC Features

+ 2 New Areas
+ 2 Exclusive Tracks

+ 2 New Base Colors (Yes, we added Pink)
+ 4 New Mechanics

+ 16 New Achievements
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Purchased for youtube integration, now the feature has been removed.. I've been waiting 2 Year for this game, and all I can say
is:

It's been worth the wait.

The game is just fantastic, I've seen many people been salty about the controls, but I had no issues playing with an xbox
controller, and the game never had any bugs or crashes.

The Multiplayer is kinda meh, but if you're in for a great story and great gameplay, this game is for you.. Really like this game.
Feels a little like playing an episode of Deep Space 9 in a way.

Took me a few play throughs to get the hang of it. Just expect to die until your 3rd or 4th playthrough unless you're smarter than
me, which is hardly a high hurdle.. This is an edited review. I previously recommended this game with some things to improve
on. After playing more, I find that problems keep coming up. The following is a list of good and bad things I've discovered
while playing:

Good:
-graphics/sound
-competitive aspect feels like real league
-variety in bowling balls
-ball physics
-decent price

Bad:
-not very realistic physics with ball on pin contact--go a little light on pocket and leave the Big 4 split or a combination of
4-6-7-10 which doesn't happen often in reality--this could also be a result of the customization option yielding impossible
bowling balls

-oil pattern breakdown is not realistic at all, in the game I find myself playing the same line (visible oil pattern on) and the ball
will gradually hit lighter until I leave a 10-pin, this causes me to move right or forward to slow my ball speed when in reality if I
play the same line the ball hits high leaving the 4-pin forcing me to move left on the approach (this happens on similar shots
from the game to reality, playing on the Christmas Tree and Typical House Shot)

-no DLC, would be better if we had newer content, the alleys can get a little boring--having real bowling balls to choose from
would be great, even if they were a couple bucks as DLC

-the sway when I'm trying to bowl causes a change in where I release the ball, this shouldn't happen in non-VR mode. I'm not
sure how it works in VR but sway is more natural in VR, in the regular non-VR mode the sway feels unnatural, unrealistic, and
unnecessary. It also causes a random shot because the oil pattern breakdown is so unrealistic so that mixed with the sway and the
inconsistent throws it conceives is just atrocious

-the game is still in early access even after the developers said it would only be there for "roughly two months"--this doesn't look
too promising for the future of this game

-ball customization is completely broken right now. I was happy to see full customization of the bowling balls and even being
able to add textures; however, reloading the game resets the hook on the ball which should have been a hotfix but here we are
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-the random start of the power bar is just bad. This really shouldn't need explaining but I guess it does. We all know the power
we want to give the ball (usually full power to stay as consistent as possible) so why do we have to wait for it to cycle? This
throws off our rhythm and like other aspects of this game, it is unparallel to real bowling

It seems that the developers haven't completed given up on this game but are struggling to keep up with the bugs, thus leaving it
in this endless early access stage. It's good to compile a list of fixes/updates to implement in a mass update but some stuff
deserves a hotfix, like the customization issue. The graphics which make it LOOK like real bowling is the only aspect keeping
this game alive.. Terrible game full of bugs. I discovered two game breaking bugs even before I was able to get through the first
fight - a fight that is ridiculously hard from the outset with multiple enemies flanking you immediately and with one wound you
will drop your weapon and it's virtually impossible to recover. That's on the off-chance that the game doesn't crash before you
die anyway. You would really have to be a masochist to enjoy anything about this.. It really is a nice game.. This game has been
in development for many years and boy, does it show (in a good way!). It SHINES with polish and the excellence and bug-free
experience ANY game can have with sufficient, dedicated development time constructively spent by active developers on
working out the kinks, improving and optimizing the graphics, ramping up the coolness factor of the bullet streams, increasing
the enemies' intelligence and their pathfinding and tactics, increasing the detail of the textures and improving the lighting and
gameplay and...

...well, Steel Storm: Burning Retribution (SSBR) has been through the equivalent of many "early access" development cycles
without having used early access time.

I believe I first downloaded it on Sourceforge long ago when it was available for Linux and Windows. I think.

Back to the point: SSBR is a polished, satisfying game. You might find yourself spending more time playing SSBR than you
anticipate!

And that's just the single-player part. I haven't even delved into the multiplayer portion of the game with its collection of
multiplayer variants (Edit: I have learned from ONE WHO KNOWS that the number of gamers playing SSBR in multiplayer mode
is not as large as might be desired—for some reason—and more development time has been spent on making SSBR friendly to
single players as a result). SSBR is like a third-person Unreal Tournament or Quake with modern graphics and mechs and
hovertanks instead of humanoids. And limited, rather than infinite, respawns. And double kills, triple kills, quadruple kills, etc.
And a LOT of weapons.

The View From Above Provides A Great Starting Point:
SSBR is, by default, played while viewing your HoverTank from a top-down, third-person perspective. There's an automap in
the corner and a larger toggleable map, but don't give up on it if that's not your cup of tea: the main camera can be positioned
anywhere you want near your character (unless the camera options have been altered; I remember on an old build using a
primary camera a little above and behind my vehicle with other buttons bound to cameras looking in forward/back/left/right/etc.
directions from the POV of my vehicle. I remember lots of clipping errors in that build from many years ago, which was
probably using a different engine.) When I played it today (the day I wrote the rough draft of this review, 2015-07-07), I noticed
no clipping errors at all. Two camera options are available to choose as defaults, but individual features (e.g. speed of camera
movement, camera response delay following your having turned or moved your vehicle, angle of camera relative to ground,
angle relative to the vehicle, angle relative to a fixed base, etc.)) within those options can be changed, etc.

I don't know if the multiple access-anytime camera angles are possible in the current build, but it would not surprise me. If you
like games with lots of options to play with, SSBR can probably help to satisfy you.

If you like playing HoverTank DM/CTF/etc. or the much larger than I remember single-player tutorial and campaign(s), this
game is different enough and contains enough similar and different features that it's an enjoyable experience.

By default, SSBR's controls are mapped to keyboard, joystick, X360pad, and mouse. The mappings can be changed at will from
the main menu or the in-game pause menu.

Blowing Stuff To Smithereens a Visceral Thrill; Finding Goodies After Smoke Clears:
The detailed and varying barrels and crates and bins and boxes and scenery are gloriously destructible. Unless it's a legitimate
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barrier (for which you will be grateful after you learn they can provide good cover from behind which to snipe turrets and other
baddies), it can be destroyed... and what will the destruction leave in its wake? Repair parts to give you more health? An
additional vehicle respawn ("life")? A new weapon? or a huge number of parts exploding all over the place, adding only to your
score? The number of 'gibs' an exploding item releases can be set to preference.

SSBR now has trading cards!

Multiplayer can be co-op or competitive

Runs on all Steam-supported OSs

SSBR comes with an integrated editor, allowing the player to create new levels or campaigns

. In-depth video review available at: https://youtu.be/PE3To2oCOEU

VINDICTA, especially on sale is absolutely a good buy. It's one of the few "proper" FPS style VR games. It has polished
visuals, gunplay and sounds. It's not perfect by any means, and it's a bit harder to recommend at full price at the moment but I
believe it will be worth the money upon completion (the addition of two more levels at least + tuning it up).

Pros:
Great movement options, classic analogue movement, default movement is an arms swinging one that feels really good.
Majority of the weapons are very nice to use.
Feel of killing things is usually satisfying and responsive, very Arcadey in feel.
Linear "story"-based progression, nice to see an actual world being created.
Decent length for price/quality.

Cons:
A few weapons felt awkward to aim, not sure if that's on me or not.
They mention stealth which is completely misleading, I hope all mention of stealth is removed from the store page! They also
suggest hiding behind things which is usually not the most advantageous way to play.
Some kind of silly bugs like the robot-bugs walking through doors.
Level design is functional but makes no sense, which makes the over all feel a bit cheaper.
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Well designed RPG game with cute graphics
3rd person view is beautifully implemented
But it's hard for me to play more than 30 mins straight. I feel dizzy :). It's a decent game, but still feels like it's in early access.
UI is a mess of conflicting and obscure necessary commands.
I do enjoy it... but too often you feel like you're fighting the game, and not playing it for enjoyment.
* Exploration is a big part, but after a dozen planets, you've seen it all before.
* The base building is a right PITA. the mats quantities are insane.
* Way too much "shoe leather" moments. It's wasting time because it... can?
* Uses RNG as a way to extend longevity - ie waste even more of your time on pointless activity vs fun.
As you progress in the game, the mundane tasks dont really get "researched away" or similar, you still have to do them. Hence
the sense of progression to being more badass, is limited.

There's better explore\/build games out there - give this one a miss unless you're a big fan of the genre.
If you do really want it, don't bother paying full price, wait for a sale.. ITS A REALLY FUTURISTIC KIND OF SOCCER
whoops sry for caps ahhemm anyways there are 6 weapons in the game my favorite weapon is the shock cannon its a really hard
beam to get but its worth it so il; give it a 5\/5 its a awsome game to add to your collection. Reversion - The Meeting is a very
good point-n-click adventure. It is part 2 and a continuation of the story in Reversion - The Escape. It has nice graphics, an
interesting story, decent voice acting, and okay sounds. The puzzles aren't too difficult and seem logical. Chapter 3 is supposed
to release this year (2018) to complete the trilogy, hopefully it does. Overall a fun p&c game.. I have been playing this game for
a long time (5-6 years probably) under different publishers.
I recommend this game to all of the old players who have played 9 Dragons before. But to you, new players, there are honestly a
lot better looking games out there. However, I am giving it a thumbs up because it is my childhood game and also because it has
some unique features that not many RPGs have.

Pros:
+Unique features such as "martial arts" fighting styles, flexible leveling system etc...
+Fun to play with friends
+Active and pleasant community
+Great in-game items and a lot of drops from mobs
+Fun grinding
+Brings back good memmories from the past
+Fun and immersive world of ancient China
+Great soundtrack
+Not pay to win

Cons:
-Outdated graphics
-Outdated manouver and character control
-Boring and not very rewarding quests
-Poor mob behavior
-Poor dungeon system
-Poor PvP system
-"Meh" animations

Final personal verdict: 6.5/10. BEST GAME I EVER PLAY

GUYS BUY THIS GAME ITS AWSOME !!!!

<3 THANKS TO DEVELOPER OF GAME <3. If you like the look of the videos do yourself a favor and buy this immediately.
I have played for the last 2 hours straight and have loved every moment. This is superbly well done. It's simplistic fun at a great
price.
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